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SAFETY NETACCESS AND LEVL PARTNER TO 
VALIDATE SOLUTION FOR MAC ADDRESS 
RANDOMIZATION ISSUES

MAC randomization is being 
driven by operating system makers 
to enhance consumer privacy 
and to reduce the exploitation 
of user identities by bad actors. 
As a whole, this is a good thing 
for consumers, but it comes with 
costs as well. Potential impacts 
on businesses range from revenue 
loss to a degraded user experience. 
These effects are detailed in the 
HTNG document “MAC Address 
Randomization Impact on 
Hospitality”. To date, there are 
limited solutions proposed for the use cases described. This paper details the successful trial of a new 
device-identity technology from LEVL that is privacy-friendly, low-cost, easy to deploy and requires no 
guest involvement.

The Basics of MAC address randomization

THE BUSINESS IMPACTS
Many potential business impacts for the hospitality industry are detailed in section 2 of the HTNG 
document referenced above and include: 

•  Loss of revenue from multi-day Wi-Fi packages when guest is not automatically recognized.

•  Degraded guest experience and loyalty resulting from loss of personalization and redundant 
network login prompts.

•  Support costs increase when guests struggle to connect.

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.htng.org/resource/collection/CC1CE2B8-0377-457E-9AB0-27CFDD77E17B/HTNG_-_MAC_Address_Randomization.pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.htng.org/resource/collection/CC1CE2B8-0377-457E-9AB0-27CFDD77E17B/HTNG_-_MAC_Address_Randomization.pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.htng.org/resource/collection/CC1CE2B8-0377-457E-9AB0-27CFDD77E17B/HTNG_-_MAC_Address_Randomization.pdf
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The most frequently discussed, as noted in the previously referenced HTNG documents, is Passpoint 
(a.k.a Hotspot 2.0). The industry, HTNG and the authors of this paper agree that Passpoint has an 
important role in addressing issues caused by MAC address randomization. There is also general 
industry agreement, that Passpoint does not address all use cases. Passpoint will require the installation 
of an App or certificate on each user device. While it is easier on laptops and phones, it can be a 
challenge on other devices. Further, this solution only scales as fast as you can educate and secure 
installation on guest devices. With a wide variety of technical capabilities and individual privacy 
concerns, widespread guest adoption will be challenging.

The LEVL-ID is a privacy friendly device identifier created for each device using the LEVL-IQ platform, is 
passive and lives within the network. Nothing is installed onto the guest device and no engagement from 
the guest is required. As a result, adoption is seamless, and user-experience remains optimal. There is 
nothing to be lost or stolen. And, the LEVL-ID is unique to the network, further mitigating security risks. It 
is a non-deterministic solution with a 99.5% accuracy. For more on the LEVL-ID go here.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

LEVL’S TECHNOLOGY

The trial is broken down into four phases and we have currently finished phase II and are working on 
phase three. This paper will discuss results from phase I and phase II. The four phases are as follows:

1. Safety NetAccess' lab-based testing of basic efficacy and accuracy

2. Validation of accuracy and performance done at scale, and live, in Safety NetAccess' 
supported properties

3. Lab based integration with AAA/Radius at Safety NetAccess' location

4. On-site property integration

THE TRIAL
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https://levl.tech/solutions/hospitality-wi-fi/
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Phase I testing was completed at Safety NetAccess' site, where LEVL’s network appliance was 
attached to the corporate test network. Installation was accomplished in just a few hours with the  
LEVL appliance connected to the Layer 3 switch. Subsequent installations have been completed in 
less than 30 minutes. The approach was a methodical set of connections to the network with a variety 
of devices and operating systems. Randomized MAC addresses were turned on and the ability to 
accurately recognize devices regardless of Wi-Fi band or MAC address was checked. The results were 
as follows:

Phase II testing centered on deploying the LEVL-ID technology onto active properties. Each site was 
brought online in less than 20 minutes.  The deployments were done in “shadow mode”, meaning no 
business decisions were being impacted. The measurements were around the efficacy of the technology, 
at scale. The primary KPIs were ID accuracy, time to identify a device, internet bandwidth required, and 
processing power required. To date the results are as follows:

Given the high accuracy and short times to identify devices it was agreed to move to Phase II testing. 
Of note, 60% of connections were random MAC connections. These are devices that are likely to lose 
device identification functionality if, as expected, there is increased MAC address randomization in the 
future. Additionally, properties with multiple SSIDs are already suffering problems from devices with 
MAC randomization enabled. 

PHASE I TESTING AND RESULTS

PHASE II TESTING AND RESULTS

Parameter Result
Total Connections 3000

Percent of Random MAC Connections 60%

Average Time to Recognize a Device 3 Seconds

Accuracy Rate 99.8%
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Thus far, LEVL and Safety NetAccess have worked together to validate the core technology of a next 
generation device identity platform. The technology has been validated at scale and is now ready for 
integration testing.  The companies continue to work together to develop and deploy this leading-
edge solution to the hospitality industry.

While the trial continues to collect data, the KPIs for Phase II have been met and execution of Phase 
III has begun. Phase III will feature initial integration of LEVL’s device identity system with Safety 
NetAccess' authentication system at Safety NetAccess' site to be determined. Once again, KPIs will 
be ID accuracy, time to identify a device, internet bandwidth required, and processing power required. 
Testing will be done at Safety NetAccess' site to be determined.

CONCLUSION
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Parameter Result
Total Connections > 1.25 Million Connections

Number of Unique Devices >30K

Percent of Random MAC Connections 61%

Median Time to Recognize a Device 2.2 Seconds

Accuracy Rate >99.5%

Typical Internet Bandwidth Required 20K Bytes per Second

Average CPU Loading (quad core i3 NUC) on Appliance 3%


